
A Better Way to Fly



Welcome to Aeronexus

Founded in 2000 Aeronexus is considered to be one of the most respected
Private Jet Charter Airlines in the World. Our VIP aircraft will open up
worldwide destinations, discreetly, conveniently and in a luxurious way.

Our success is driven by the passion of the founders, Gavin Harrison and Sven
Petersen, and the team they have build around them. Each charter is seen as a
bespoke event. We work closely with each client to ensure that their private jet
charter is tailored to their exacting requirements. Our aircraft becomes yours
for the duration of the charter and the only limit is your imagination.

With decades of experience please talk to us about your ideas and concepts
and we will make sure they are met.

Yours Sincerely,

Gavin Harrison and Sven Petersen
Founders





Our History

Aeronexus Corporate was incorporated in 2001 and obtained a World Wide AOC from the South African Civil
Aviation Authority. The company was set up specifically to manage a Presidential Boeing 727 on behalf of a
Head of State. This was a turn-key solution which included Flight Operations, Maintenance and Accounting,
all of which were performed in-house.

In January 2010, Aeronexus expanded its operations to include two B767-200ER aircraft, one in all-economy
220 seat configuration and one in 100 all lie-flat seat configuration.

In late 2012 Aeronexus relocated their 100 seat VIP Boeing 767-200ER to the UK to meet the growing
demand in the European long-haul VIP market.

The VIP Boeing 767-200ER was replaced by a VIP Boeing 767-300ER by late 2015 offering more space and
comfort as well as increased range. The aircraft was fully refurbished in early 2016 and fitted with all-leather
first class lie-flat setting for 96 passengers and a discreet and private area fitted couch that converts to a
comfortable bed.





The Aeronexus VIP 767 – 300ER

In late 2015 the existing VIP Boeing 767-200ER was replaced by a Boeing 767-300ER. The aircraft was fully
refurbished in early 2016 and fitted with 96, all-leather first class lie-flat seats.

The aircraft offers the perfect solution for long haul VIP Group travel. This Executive Business Jet is based
at London Stansted Airport and is operated on an unrestricted Worldwide AOC:-

 96 First Class all lie-flat leather seats in a six abreast layout.

 Seat pitch is 73“.

 Inflight entertainment is provided through a wireless entertainment system allowing guest to use their
own tablets, smart phones or laptops to access a wide variety of movies, music, magazines and more.

 Each seat has a power point to charge devices.

 Leather couch, convertible to a comfortable bed, in a discreet, private screened area aft of the front
cabin.



VIP Layout

General Operational Facts

•Ability to operate out of many Regional and major International airports.

•Approximate range is 6,500 nm – non-stop London to Rio de Janeiro for example.

•ETOP’s 180.

•USA and Canadian Foreign Operators Approval held.

•The aircraft operates with two or three pilots, an engineer, a flight manager and 6-8 cabin crew.

•Aircraft livery and interior can be branded with corporate/event branding.



Our Experience

From Heads of State and political leaders to national football teams.

With over 15 years of worldwide operations experience, Aeronexus is the obvious choice for your
next charter.

Our customer base is varied and has included the England, French, Dutch, Portuguese and Qatar
National Football Teams. Furthermore, in the same area we have operated overseas tours for UK
Premier League Teams like Manchester United, Chelsea, Arsenal, Liverpool and Manchester City.
Other assignments have included Ariane Aerospace, the UK Government, Heads of State,
Humanitarian, Oil & Gas as well as Entertainment and Film artists including a Far East and Australia
tours for the Rolling Stones and Guns N' Roses and Round the World Air Cruises for major Tour
Operators.





Seating and Configuration

The aircraft is fitted out with 96 lie flat seats, each seat reclines and provides a flat back allowing

for a comfortable rest. Seat pitch is an incredible 73”.

Full size pillows, matrass toppers, high quality duvets, pyjamas and amenity kits are readily

available.

The seat itself has individual reading lighting as well as in-seat power to charge phones, laptops or

tablets. The aircraft has an assortment of adaptors on-board.

This is a double aisle aircraft in a 2 – 2 – 2 configuration with all seats facing forwards.



Aircraft 
Seating 
Options



Catering

The on-board service is very much decided jointly with the charterer of the aircraft. Each of the
operations has a Flight Manager on-board ensuring smooth travel throughout. He/she will direct the 6
member cabin crew - serving first class meals whether breakfast, lunch, dinner or snack. Furthermore, the
Flight Manager acts as a liaison between the airline and charterer.

All meals are served course by course restaurant style at the seat on fine china and cutlery. We can also
provide tray service if this is preferred.

In each location the Flight Manager will work with local catering companies to ensure a good choice of
meals are made available. Naturally, special dietary requirements are catered for.

Meals will be accompanied by a selection of drinks of your choice, including – if requested – fine wines
and champagne. Premium liqueurs, spirits and soft drinks are also available any time as are a selection of
coffees and teas.







Find out more

We make a bold statement, we say that “Aeronexus is considered to be one of the most respected Private
Jet Charter Airlines in the World” – put us to the test, we know you won’t be disappointed. We pride
ourselves on delivering a bespoke service and experience for your charter.

Our Commercial Team is headed up by Gareth Evans, why don’t you contact him for a free, non obligation,
chat and see how we can help you.

Aeronexus
Long Border Road
Stansted Airport
London CM24 1RE
United Kingdom

P: + 44 (0) 1702 346852
M: + 44 (0) 7770 568380
E: gareth@aeronexus.aero
W: aeronexus.aero



www.aeronexus.aero


